Hi! I am Ben Williams.
I am a full time close up magician and full member
of the world famous Magic Circle, the most
prestigious and respected magic society in the
world. I am proud to say I have been a member for
over ten years now.
Magic has taken me all over the world, I have
performed at hundreds of weddings and events all
up and down the country. I have also had the
pleasure of being own overseas to perform for
different clients abroad in many different
destinations so I have performed to nearly every
walk of life you can imagine!
I believe that you can create lasting memories that
can truly affect a person with magic. Although I
want people to laugh and have fun, I really want
people to recall the magical moment I give them
20 years down the line when magic comes up in a
conversation.
This is what I aim to achieve when I perform.
I don’t want to be any magician, I want to be the
magician that they remember for a lifetime.
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They may forget what you said, but they will never forget how you made them feel.

A WEDDING SPECIALIST
I love to perform magic because I love to engage with and
inspire people, I also love to make a difference in whatever
way I can in life. This is why I choose to spend my time
performing at weddings.
It is undeniable that your wedding day is going to be one of
the most memorable days of your life. I do not take this with
a pinch of salt, for me it is truly an honour to be chosen to
perform for a couple on their big day. To be entrusted with
making sure brides, grooms and all their friends and
families have great time on their day means a lot and I never
want to take that lightly.
I understand that each day is unique and each couple has a
different spark that makes their relationship, family and
friends shine in a different way. As I truly appreciate this is I
choose not to work like most magicians. I will only take one
wedding booking a day so that I am dedicated to the
couple on their day. I won’t have another event to rush off
to. I like to be able to build rapport with guests and not just
be some guy who did some tricks. Another bene t of only
booking one wedding day is that, if for any reason there
were a delay I am simply delayed starting and you will not
miss out on any entertainment time.
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The most important day of your life is important to me.

BESPOKE MAGICAL PERFORMANCES
If you wish to have something special for your day then why not have magic that is tailored to you?
Not many magicians go the extra mile to provide such a tailored service but I pride myself on being creative and fun with my
magic. My favourite way to show this on a big day is to perform lots of magic that is unique for your friends and family. Magic
that is personalised to you.
Imagine the faces on your relatives and friends when I begin to perform magic with your photos and playing cards with your
names on them. A lot of the personalised magic has something that your guests can keep to show other people what
happened.
Creating magic for other magicians is part of my living so I have a plethora of creative and different ways that I can bring that
unique, special touch to your day. For example if your husband to be is football crazy or car mad I can design a special
routine that encompasses that passion in a surprising way. I am open to all suggestions to make your day even more special.

WHY HAVE ENTERTAINMENT ON YOUR DAY?
Entertainment is usually one of the last things to check on a list when
planning a wedding. However, after the big day one of the most talked
about aspects of the wedding is the entertainment. Whether it be a good
band, magician or singer waiter these are the parts of the day that become
truly memorable for people. Couples who do not give the entertainment
much thought for their day usually end up regretting it, and there is a
reason for this. Entertainment helps ll in gaps during the day when you
are unavailable to your guests. You will spend your time with each other on
your day but also with your friends and family moving from group to group
speaking with them all. Not only this but you will also have other duties, for
example you may spend some time alone together after your ceremony,
you will also have photographs you wish to capture that can take time, or
even when you are changing into your evening wear, these are all times
when you cannot be with your guests. Entertainment helps ll these gaps
and provide your friends and family with fun memories which I’m sure you
can agree is better than memories of sitting around just waiting to eat.
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I am not saying you must book me as a magician (although that would be
a great choice!) but I would highly recommend devoting some time
planning entertainment for yourselves and your guests. Entertainment
invokes emotions in people which is what makes it so memorable it really
does make a huge difference. After the day it makes much more of a
difference than what fabric is covering the chairs or what napkins you use
(although they can help make things look beautiful!).

WHEN IS BEST TO USE MY SERVICES?
Here are the best times to use my services to give you some ideas and help you
think about what would work for you on your big day.
DRINKS RECEPTION - A drinks reception can either be a really fun time, or it can go
on too long and be a drag for guests. This is an ideal time for entertainment as it will
keep your guests upbeat and chatty whilst you have your all important photos taken.
I will mingle effortlessly throughout your friends and family making sure everyone is
both laughing and astonished, giving everyone common ground to discuss just how
I did it!
WEDDING BREAKFAST - Why not have a wedding breakfast that is energised and
full of gasps and applause. I can entertain at each table in-between the courses, this
creates a great atmosphere and feeling around the room. I also have a special top
table set for everyone that is seated there to make sure you get a chance to relax for
a moment and enjoy the magic. Plus there is the added bonus that you get to see
your family’s faces up close as I bamboozle and perplex them!
EVENING RECEPTION - Another time when things can be a bit ‘not sure what to
do’ for your guests is between the speeches at end of the meal and the full on, ‘get
your dancing shoes on’ time when the band or DJ begin. Much like the drinks
reception I mingle around your guests and do my thing. The added bonus here is
that your evening guests get to experience the magic also, rather than just hear
about how ‘Ben the magician did this crazy, mind-blowing thing to them!’
I can entertain throughout any of these times or all of these times, the choice is
yours. I love to work with couples to make sure I give them exactly what would work
best for their day, this is always my main concern. I am here to help make your day as
special and memorable as it can be.

TESTIMONIALS

BOOK BEN FOR YOUR DAY
For a price-list and more details please get in touch. You can
contact me directly through my website, via direct email or
telephone. (I’m not fussy!)
www.unbelievablemagic.com
ben@unbelievablemagic.com
+44 7886 102263

Social Media
www.instagram.com/unbelievablemagic
www.facebook.com/theoneandonlymagicben
Popular dates in my calendar do get reserved in advance
very fast so please do get in contact if you wish to enquire
about having me entertain everyone on your day as Would
love to help!
*To secure your date in my calendar a deposit of £100.00 is required at the time of
booking. Once a booking form is returned and the deposit paid the date is formally
reserved for you. The remaining balance is due before the date of performance.

